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Let R be a finite dimensional algebra over a field (1 with Jacobson radical 
/ = J(R). We say that R is square-free in case for each pair e, f  of primitive 
idempotents of R 
dim,(eRf) < 1. 
This is a rather strong condition. Indeed it means that no principal indecom- 
posable module Re (or eR) has a repeated composition factor. Even so, the 
structure of these algebras is quite elusive. We focus, therefore, on a more 
tractable subclass. The algebra R is transitive in case for each triple e, f, g E R 
of primitive idempotents, 
eJfJg = 0 * eJf = 0 or fJg = 0. 
There is an abundance of examples. For if X is a quasi-ordered set, then its 
/1 incidence algebra (see [l I]) is transitive and square-free (Theorem 2.2). 
In general, for arbitrary R there is a relation 
e<f-eRf=O 
on the set of all primitive idempotents of R. I f  R is transitive and square-free 
and if X(R) (respectively, P(R)) is a complete set (basic set) of orthogonal primi- 
tive idempotents for R, then on X(R)(P(R)) the relation < is a quasi order 
(partial order). The main theme of this paper is to investigate, for transitive 
square-free algebras R the interplay among the structures of R and of the ordered 
sets X(R) and P(R). 
We begin, in Section 1, with a brief general introduction to square-free 
algebras. A transitive square-free algebra is not characterized d y  the quasi 
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ordered set X(R). However, in Section 2 we show that it is characterized in 
terms of X(R) and the second cohomology group P(X(R), A*) where /I* 
is the group of units of (1. One consequence of this characterization is that if 
this second cohomology group is trivial, then R is isomorphic to the II incidence 
algebra of X(R). In this connection we also give a new characterization of inci- 
dence algebras that is a variant of a recent one by Feinberg [8]. 
Even though X(R) and P(R) need not characterize the transitive square- 
free algebra R, they certainly determine much of its structure. In Section 3 
we consider several instances of this. For example, R is hereditary if and only 
if P(R) has no subposet whose Hasse diagram is a diamond (Theorem 3.6). 
Then in Section 4 we characterize those R of finite module type. Specifically, 
R is of finite type if and only if the poset P(R) is of finite type. Thus, by virtue 
of Loupias’ work [IO] this gives a complete characterization of the transitive 
square-free algebras of finite type in terms of their associated posets. 
Throughout this paper R will be a finite dimensional A-algebra with Jacobson 
radical 1 = J(R). A set {e, , ea ,..., e,> of pairwise orthogonal primitive idem- 
potents of R is complete (basic) in case C ei = l(Re, , Re, ,..., Re, is a pairwise 
non-isomorphic set of representatives of the indecomposable projective left 
modules). The ring theoretic prerequisites can be found in [2] or [7]. 
A relation < on a set X is a quasi order (partial order) in case < is reflexive 
and transitive (and anti-symmetric). Quasi orders are also known as pre-orders. 
A set X together with a quasi order (partial order) is a quasi ordered set or quoset 
(partially ordered set or poset). I f  X is a quoset and if Y _C X, then the upper and 
lower order ideals of X generated by Y are 
U(Y) ={xEX]y <xforsomeyEY} 
L(Y)={xEXIx,(yforsomeyEY}. 
In particular, U( y)(L( y)) is simply the set of all upper bounds (lower bounds) 
of y. Also, if X is a quoset, there is a natural equivalence relation N on X 
defined by 
X-Y =-X<Y and y  < x. 
Moreover, the factor set of equivalence classes 
x/- = {x- 1 XEX} 
I 
is a poset with respect to the relation 
x” <y” -x<y. 
This last fact and the other order theoretic prerequisites can be found in [4] 
or [5]. 
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1. GENERAL PROPERTIES 
We begin with a characterization of square-free algebras that implies that for 
each such algebra its Cartan matrix is an incidence matrix. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. The A-algebra R is square-free # for each primitive 
idempotent e E R both as a ring eRe g A and as a left R-moduIe Re has no com- 
position factors of multiplicity greater than one. 
Proof. Let e E R be a primitive idempotent, let E be the simple module 
- 
Re/ Je, and let x be the division ring eRe/e Je s End(,Re). Then one readily 
checks that for each primitive idempotent f  E R 
c(e, f) = dim,(eRf )/dim,(eRe) 
- 
is the number of composition factors of Rf that are isomorphic to Re. Now 
eRe E A if f  dim,(eRe) = 1. Thus, whenever eRe E A we have c(e, f) < 1 
i f f  dim,(eRf) < 1. B 
Let Id(R) be the set of all primitive idempotents of R. Define a relation < 
on Id(R) by 
e<f*eRf=O. 
We call this the regular order on Id(R). The regular order is reflexive, but in 
general, little else can be said (see Example 1.3 below). However, 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let R be a transitive square-free A-algebra. Then the 
regular order on Id(R) is transitive. Moreover, for all e, f ,  g E Id(R) 
(1) e<f<g+-eRg=eRfRg; 
(2) e<fandf <eifJReERf. 
Proof. Since R is square-free, we have from (1.1) that e < f  in Id(R) i f f  
either Re s Rf and e Jf = 0 or Re $ Rf and e Jf = eRf # 0. 
Now suppose that e, f  E Id(R) with Re and Rf not isomorphic. Then 
eRf = eJf and fRe = fJe. 
If  neither of these is zero, then by transitivity 
eJe = eJfJe f  0, 
contrary to the nilpotence of J. So either e 4 f  or f  4 e. Since the converse 
holds for all algebras, we have assertion (2). 
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To complete the proof let e < f  and f  < g in Id(R). Since R is square-free, 
it will suffice to show that eRfRg # 0. So clearly, since R is transitive, we may 
assume that e Jf = 0 or f  Jg = 0. Suppose first that e Jf = 0. Then Re E Rf, 
so ReRf = Rf and ReRfRg = RfRg # 0 whence eRfRg # 0. Suppose next 
that fJg = 0. Then Rf s Rg so eRg # 0 since eRf # 0. But also, RfRg = Rg, 
so eRfRg = eRg # 0. 1 
1.3. EXAMPLES. (1) Let R be the A-algebra of all 71 x 71 upper triangular 
matrices over /l. Then R is a transitive square-free algebra. However, if 1z 3 3 
and 2 < m < II, then RI Jm is square-free but not transitive. 
(2) More generally, let R be any subalgebra of the algebra of all n x n 
matrices over (1. If  R contains all of the diagonal matrix units eii (i = I,..., n), 
then R is transitive and square-free. These are the finite dimensional incidence 
algebras of Rota [l l] and will be treated in some detail in Section 2. 
(3) Let R be the /l-algebra of all 4 x 4 matrices over /I of the form 
[ 0 a 0 a 0 c b 0 OdOb 1 
Then R is a square-free algebra whose regular order is transitive. The algebra 
itself is not transitive, however, for clearly, it has two primitive idempotents 
e, and e, with e, Je(, # 0 and eb Je, # 0 yet e, Jea = 0. 
As one might well expect, square-free algebras and transitive square-free 
algebras are both categorical. That is, 
1.4. THEOREM. Let the jinite dimensional A-algebras R and S be Morita 
equivalent. Then R is a (transitive) square-free algebra 13 S is a (transitive) square- 
free algebra. 
Proof. In testing for either property we can clearly restrict the primitive 
idempotents to lie in some basic set. So let e, ,..., e, be a basic set for R and set 
e = e, + ... + e, . 
Then (see [2, Proposition 27.141) we may assume that S = eRe, so that 
J(S) = eJe. But then for each i and j, 
e$e, = e,Re$ and ei J(S) ej = ei Jej , 
whence the result is obvious. a 
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Let R be transitive and square-free, so that the regular order on Id(R) is 
a quasi order. Let 
X(R) = h, e2 ,..., 4 
be a complete set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents for R. Then 
X(R) endowed with the regular order is a subquoset of Id(R). We call X(R) 
the regular quoset of R. This regular quoset is defined to within isomorphism. 
For if Y is another complete set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents 
of R, then as quosets Y g X(R). Similarly, if 
is a basic set for R, then by (1.3), P(R) is partially ordered by the regular order. 
This poset P(R), also defined to within isomorphism, is called the regular 
poset of R. 
1.5. THEOREM. Let R be transitive and square-free with regular quoset X(R) 
and regular poset P(R). Then 
P(R) G X(R)/-. 
Let Y C X(R) and let e = C {ei 1 ei E Y}. Then eRe is transitive and square-free 
with regular quoset 
X(eRe) g Y. 
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from (1.2). I f  f and g are primitive 
idempotents in eRe, then they are also primitive in R and 
f (eRe) g = fRg and f CeJe) g = flk 
so clearly, eRe is transitive and square-free. For the final assertion note that 
Y = {ei 1 ei E Y) is a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for 
eRe and again, for e, , ej E Y, 
ez(eRe) ej = e,Rei . 
So, indeed, as quosets, X(eRe) g Y. 1 
1.6. COROLLARY. Let R be transitive and square-free with basic algebra S. 
Then S is transitive andsquare-free with regular quoset X(S) z P(R). In particular, 
R is basic i f f  X(R) is a poset. 
Proof. Let Y C X(R) be a basic set. Then with e E R as in (IS), S g eRe 
is transitive and square-free. But for arbitrary Y C X(R) it follows from (1.2) 
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that the Re, (ei E Y) are pairwise non-isomorphic iff Y is a poset in the regular 
order. 1 
Let e, , e, ,..., e, be a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for 
the square-free (I-algebra R. Assume also that er , ea ,..., e, is a basic set. For 
each 1 < i < m set 
gi = c {ej 1 Rej g Rei}. 
Then Rgi is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Re, , so since R is square- 
free, gJg, = 0. Thus, giRgi is a simple A-algebra. Of course, module J, the 
idempotents g, ,..., g, are precisely the centrally primitive idempotents of 
R/J. From this we infer the following fact, first observed by Scharlau [12] for 
incidence algebras. 
1.7. PROPOSITION. Let R be square-free and let g, ,...,g, be orthogonal idem- 
potents that, module J, are the centrally primitive idempotents of RI J. Then 
S=g&,+...+gd?g, 
is a semi-simple subalgebra of R such that (over A) 
R=S@J. 
We note that if R is transitive and square-free, and if g, ,..., g, are as in the 
above Proposition, then 
Q = (81 ,-.,gm> 
is a poset with respect to the order 
gi < gj 0 g&, f 0, 
and, moreover, Q is isomorphic to the regular poset P(R) of R. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION 
Before giving the main characterization of transitive square-free algebras, 
we recall the definition of the cohomology groups of a finite quoset. (See [I].) 
Let X be a finite quoset. For each n > 0 we let 
x<n> = ((x0 ,..., x,) E xn+1 1 x0 < ... < x,) 
be the set of all chains of length n + 1 in X. Let G be an abelian group written 
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multiplicatively. A function 5: Xcn) + G is normalized in case for each pair 
x = (x0 ,..., x,) and Y = (y. ,...,yJ 
in Xcn> both 
(N.1) if xi myi for all i = O,..., n, then t(x) = t(y); 
(N.2) if xi ~xjforsomeO<i<j<n,then[(x)=l. 
Then the setP(X, G) of all normalized functions from Xcn) to G is an abelian 
group with coordinatewise multiplication. For each n > 0 define 
6 = Sn: F”(X, G) + Fn+l(X, G) 
n+1 
where the 3, means that the xi coordinate is deleted. One easily checks that S” 
is a homomorphism with 6 n+r 6” = 1. For each n > 1 the n-dimensional 
cocycles are the elements of the group 
27(X, G) = Ker S”, 
the n-dimensional coboundaries are the elements of the subgroup 
Bn(X, G) = Im P-r < Z”(X, G), 
and the nth cohomology group of X with coefficients in G is 
H”(X, G) = Z”(X, G)/B”(X, G). 
Now let (1 be a field. Consider the set ClX of all functions 
f: X’l’ - A 
from the set of all chains of length 2 in X to /I. With pointwise addition and 
scalar multiplication, ClX is a A-vector space of dimension equal to the cardi- 
nality of X<l>. For each x < y in X we let es,, E AX denote the function 
e,,(u, ~1 = I 1 ifx=u,y=v 0 otherwise. 
Then clearly, 
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2.1. LEMMA. The set (ezu 1 x < y} is a basis for AX such that for each 
fEAX 
f = C f (x9 Yhl! . 
rgr 
We call {e,, 1 x < y} the standard basis for AX. 
Now let A* be the multiplicative group of units of A and let 5 E .P(X, A*). 
Define a multiplication on AX by 
(fgh Y) = c 8x9 @9 Y) f (Xl 4 & Y>* 
%U<V 
In terms of the standard basis for AX this multiplication is given by 
exyewz = %J(x, Y, 4 erz . 
We denote the resulting structure by A,X. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let .$ E Z2(X, A*). Then A,X is a transitive square-free 
A-algebra with identity 
1 = C ha: I x E x> 
and with Jacobson radical 
J(AJ> = c Aery. 
z+u 
Moreover, for all x, y E X, 
e e zz ly = cry = e3cyeyy . 
In particular, {erz 1 x E X} is a complete set of pairwise orthogonal primitive 
idempotents of A,X. 
Proof. Since 5 E Z2(X, A*), if x < y < w < z in X, then 
6(x, YY 2) 5( y2 w, z) = &G Y, w> i+, w, z)- 
Thus, the multiplication is associative. Since [ satisfies (N.2), we have for all 
x <Y, 
&T x, Y) = 6(x, Y, Y) = 1. 
Thus, e3cze21/ = e,, = e,,e,, . So A,X is a A-algebra and (eza: 1 x E X} is a com- 
plete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for A,X. Now clearly, 
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is an ideal of A,X. But since 
e,,e,, # 0 - x < y  = w < x, 
it follows that H is nilpotent (with nilpotency index the maximal length of a 
maximal chain in X/ N ). Thus, H C J(L&X). On the other hand any ideal of 
L&X that properly contains H must contain some non zero idempotent e,, . 
Thus H = J(AeX). 
Also from (2.1) we see that for all x, y  E X and for allfE I1,X 
ezzffh = f by Y) eXY .
Thus it is clear that e,,(fleX) eUY is at most one dimensional, so /l,X is square- 
free. Finally, suppose that x, y, z E X and f, g E J((IEX) with ez2fe,, = 
f(x, y) es,, # 0 and eyygezz = g( y, z) eyz # 0. Then 
ezz fe,, gezz = E(x, y, 4f (x7 Y) id Y, 4 e,, # 0, 
so L&X is transitive. i 
It follows from (2.2) that in the transitive square-free algebra L&X the set 
{ezz j ,v E X} with its regular order is a copy of the regular quoset of /lEX. But 
we have that 
e,, < e,, 0 h-(4X) eyy f 0 
0 e,, f 0 
ox<y. 
Therefore, as was proved by Stanley [13] for incidence algebras, 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let X be a finite quasi-ordered set, let A be a field, and let 
4 E Z2(X, (1*). Then 
X(A,X) E x 
vza e,, tt x. 
Not only is every one of the algebras L&X of Theorem 2.2 transitive and 
square-free, but conversely, every transitive square-free algebra has this form. 
That is, 
2.4. THEOREM. Let R be a jinite dimensional A-algebra and let X(R) be a 
complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents for R. Then R a’s transitive and 
square-free isf with the regular order X(R) is a quoset and R g (1,X(R) for some 
cf E Z2(X(R), A*). 
Proof. (e) By Theorem 2.2. 
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(a) Let X(R) = {e, ,..., e,} and let Y C X(R) be a basic set for R. For 
each 1 < i < n let .QI be the unique element of Y with Rei g Ret,] . So, in 
particular, in the quoset X(R) 
ei - ej 9 eLiI = e[,] . 
Now for each ei < ej in X(R), we choose a non zero eij E e,Rej as follows. 
First we choose et2 = e, for all 1 < i < n. Next, if ei N ej , then by (1.2), 
Re, z Rej , and thus we choose eii E e,Rei and eji E ejRe, so that 
ezjejz = ei and ejeezj = ei . 
(See [2, Exercise 7.2, p. 1021.) Then if etil < eLjl and eLiI # erjl , choose arbi- 
trarily 0 # e[il[jl E e[,lRe[jj . Finally, if ei < ej with ei + ej , set 
So we see that for all ei < ej 
0 # eij = ei[i]e[i][j]e[j]j E e&q . 
Since eiRei is one dimensional for each ei < e, , we have 
e,Rej = Ae,j . 
But as a /l-module, 
R= @ eiRej, 
em, 
so {eij 1 ei < ej} is a /l-basis for R. Also, if ei < ej < ek , then (1.2.1) 
Aeije,, = eiRejRek = e,Re, = Ae,, . 
So there exists a map 5‘: X(R)c2> -+ fl such that for all e, < e, < eR ,
eziejk = tcei , ej , ek) eik . 
By our choice of the ei3 , 
and 
%w%ii = ei y 
ezteij = eii = eijeij , 
so one readily checks that for all ei < ej < ek 
and 
5(e, , ej , ek) = t(e[il , e[?l , e[kd 
t(ei,ei,e,) = t(ei,ej,ei) = 1, 
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whence 5 EF~(X(R), A*). But since R is associative, if e < e. < e < e h\ 2’. 31 k, 
then 
so that 5 E Z2(X(R), A*). Then finally since {e,j / e, < e,} is a /l-basis for R 
it is clear that R E (1,X(R). 1 
Although transitive square-free cl-algebras are all of the form (leX, different 
2-cocycles can produce isomorphic algebras. To see what is involved, let X 
be a finite quoset and let Aut X be the group of all order preserving auto- 
morphisms of X. Next let (1 be a field and let 5 E Z2(X, A*). For each 01 E Aut X 
define 5”: Xk”2) --f A by 
P(x, y, 4 = lx+% 4 Y), +g) 
for all x < y  < z. It is elementary to show that E” E Z2(X, /I*). Thus the group 
Aut X acts on Z2(X, (1*) and as we now see this action determines the isomor- 
phism types of the algebras L&X. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let 6, 5 E Z2(X, A*). Then A,X g A,X isf E”5-l E B2(X, A*) 
for some 01 E Aut X7. 
Proof. (3) Suppose that A,X s A,X. This means that R = A,X has 
two bases 
{eev I x < Y> and {fwlx GYr> 
such that for all x < y  < x 
e,,e,, = 5(x, 35 4 erz and fxvfvz = 5(x, Y, 4fzz. 
Now by (2.21, {ese I x E X> and {fax I x E X} are complete sets of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents. Thus ([9, Theorem 2, p. 591) there exists a unit u E R 
and a permutation 01: X + X such that for all x E X, 
For each x, y  E 9 
But 
4 fTzRellu) u-l = ea(x)a(z)Rea(,),(,) Y
so, in fact, 01 E Aut X. Moreover, this last identity also implies that there is 
a function 4: XC1’ + (1* such that for all x < y  
ufx,u-’ = Rx, Y) edddd . 
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Now for all x < y < x, 
Define +: X(l> -+ /1 by 
where (3 E x” 1 x” E Xi-} is a complete set of representatives of the N, 
equivalence classes. Then (see [I, Theorem 1.11) rj EFI(X, /l*) and E”5-l = 84. 
Thus, @c--l E B2(X, A*). 
(0. Suppose that 01 E Aut X and p5-r E B2(X, (1*). Say @!-l = S$ for 
some 4 EP(X, A*). Let {e,, ] x < y} be the standard basis for /1,X. Then 
clearly, {e,(,.,(,) 1 x < y> is also a basis for n,X with 
eddd,)ed,h(d = 5”(x, Y, 4 edddz) . 
Let {f,, 1 x < y> be the standard basis for /1,X. So for all x < y < z 
Define a map 8: A,X -+ A,X by 
and extend by linearity. Clearly, 0 is an isomorphism of the /l-modules cl,X 
and A,X. But for all x < y < z, since E”5-r = S$, 
so, indeed, 0 is an algebra isomorphism. 1 
For each + EP(X, (1*), if 6 = S+ E B2(X, /l*), then clearly for all 01 E Aut X, 
5” = sc$ 
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where for all x < y, 
P(x, Y> = 4+(x> 4 39). 
Therefore, if for each f E Z2(X, A*) we denote its image in H2(X, A*) by 
[&, then for all 01 E Aut X, 
El = Kl =a PI = [PI. 
That is, Aut X acts on H2(X, A*) by 
For each [fl denote its orbit under Aut X by 
El A”tX = {[PI 1 01 E Aut X>. 
Also, for each transitive square-free (I-algebra R denote by [R] the isomorphism 
class of R. So, finally, we conclude 
2.6. THEOREM. Let X be a finite quoset. Then 
El AutX + LGfl 
is a bijection from the set of Aut X orbits in H2(X, A*) onto the set of isomorphism 
classes of transitive square-free A-algebras having regular quoset X. 
2.7. EXAMPLE. Consider the poset X on six elements whose Hasse diagram 
is given in Fig. 1. 
FIGURE 1 
h 
fnciT j9 ‘) = (1 
if (i, j, k) = (2, 4, 6) 
otherwise. 
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Then it is routine to show that 6, E Zz(X, A*) with fn E B2(X, A*) iff X = 1. 
On the other hand if 6 E Zz(X, A*), then 5 = [,, where 
/j = n [(i, j, h)(-l)*+j+1: 
i<Kk 
Thus, Hs(X, A*) z A*. Now Aut X has order 2, and one easily checks that 
if OL E Aut X is not the identity, then 
Kpl = E--11. 
As we shall see later, in Proposition 2.13, this is the smallest example of a poset 
with non-trivial second cohomology. 
If X is a finite poset and if/l is a field, then since each ,$ EF(X, A*) satisfies 
(N.l), we have that 6 F+ [where 
isomorphism F”(X, A*) -+ F”(X/-, fl*) inducing isomorphisms 
&(;A*) z 22(X/ N, A*) and H2(X,A*) E H2(X/-, A*). As we saw in 
Corollary 1.6, the regular quoset of the basic algebra of a transitive square-free 
algebra is a poset. We can now be more precise. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let X be a$nite quoset and let 6 E Z2(X, A*). Then the basic 
subalgebra of A,X is isomorphic to A;X/-. 
Proof. Let Y C X be a complete set of representatives of the N equivalence 
classes. Then by (1.1) and (2.3) {e,, 1 y E Y} is a basic set isomorphic in its 
regular order to Xi--. But if e = C {e,, 1 y E Y>, then e(A,X) e is a basic sub- 
algebra of A,X clearly isomorphic to ACY. (See (1.6).) 1 
The A-algebra A,X where 1 E Z2(X, A*) is simply the A incidence algebra 
of X. (See [l I].) The multiplication of the standard basis in this algebra is just 
Since by (2.8) the basic subalgebra of (1,X is isomorphic to A,(X/-), we infer 
immediately 
2.9. COROLLARY. If X and Y are jkite quasi ordered sets, then A,X and A,Y 
are Morita equivalent $7 Xl- E Y/w. 
Of course, a sufficient condition for R to be an incidence algebra is 
the following consequence of Theorem 2.6. 
2.10. THEOREM. If R is a transitive square-free A-algebra with H2(X(R), 
A*) = 1, then R is isomorphic to the A-incidence algebra A,X(R). 
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An element w of a quoset X is a waist in case for aSI x E X either x < w 
or x > w. If X has a waist, then by [l, Theorem 1.31 EP(X, G) = 1 for every 
abelian group G. Thus, in view of Theorem 2.10 we have 
2.11. COROLLARY. Let R be a transitive spare-free A-algebra. If X(R) 
has a waist, then R is isomorphic to the A-incidence algebra (1,X(R). 
Now we have a simple lemma on the cohomology of posets that says in effect 
that “hairs” can be grown or shaved from a quoset without changing the 
cohomology. By the valence of an element x of a poset X we mean its valence 
as a vertex in the Hasse diagram of X. Thus, the valence of x is just the number 
of elements of X that cover or are covered by x. 
2.12. LEMMA. If X is a finite poset and if x E X has valence at most 1, then 
for each ubelian group G and each n, 
Proof. Clearly, we may assume that x has valence 1. We consider the case 
where x covers some y E X. The other case is dual. Set X’ = x\(x). For each 
n the restriction 6 -+ &., is a homomorphism from P(X, G) to Fn(X’, G) 
mapping P(X, G) and Bn(X, G) into P(X’, G) and P(X’, G), respectively. 
But each of these is actually surjective. Indeed, 1 EF”(X’, G) is the restriction 
of [ EF*(X, G) where for each chain 
x, < x < ... < xnml < x 
involving x, 
&%I ,-**, %-1,X) = &%,..., %I-1,Y). 
Thus it is clear that the restriction map induces a surjective homomorphism 
Zn(X, G) + Z”(X’, G)/B”(X’, G) 
with Bn(X, G) in its kernel. But finally, if 5 E P(X, G) with f,, = S4 E B”(X’, G), 
then an easy computation, using St = 1, shows that 5 = S$ where 4 E F”-l(X, G) 
is the extension of 4 such that 
$(x0 ,..., q-2 , x) = 5(x, ,..., xne2 , y, Xyn+l #(x0 I...) x,-, , yy-1’” 
for all x0 < a** < xnp2 < x in X<+r). 1 
2.13. PROPOSITION. If X is a quoset with at most jive elements, then 
H2(X, G) = 1 for all abelian groups. 
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Proof. By [l, Corollary I.21 we may assume that X is a poset. I f  X does not 
have a waist, then after deleting a sequence of elements of valence one, it will 
either have a waist or have no proper chains of length three. In either case, 
the resulting poset has trivial cohomology. 1 
Trivial second cohomology for X(R) is a sufficient, but not a necessary con- 
dition for R to be isomorphic to the incidence algebra of X(R). We conclude 
this section with a module-theoretic characterization of A-incidence algebras 
that is based on one by Feinberg [S]. 
2.14. THEOREM. Let R be a transitive square-free A-algebra with regular 
quoset X(R) and regular poset P(R). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) R c 4X(R); 
(b) R is Morita equivalent to A,P(R); 
(c) R has a faithful finite dimensional module with distributive lattice 
of submodules; 
(d) R has a faithful square-free module. 
Proof. By (2.4) we may assume that R = A,X for some quoset X and some 
[ E 22(X, A*). 
(a) o (b). By (2.3), X= X(R) and by (2.8), R is Morita equivalent to 
A$‘(R). But I ++ t is an isomorphism of Z2(X, A*) onto Z2(P(R), A*), so 
f=liff$=l. 
(a) o (c). Since R is square-free, it follows from (1.1) that the center of 
R is a product of copies of A and that every factor algebra of R is also square- 
free. Thus, by Feinberg’s characterization ([8, Theorem 3.1]), R g A,Y for 
some finite quoset Y i f f  R satisfies (c). But by (2.3), R E A,Y for some quoset 
YiffXz Y. 
(c) o (d). In view of the categorical nature of both (c) and (d) as well as 
of our hypothesis (see (1.4)) we may assume that R is basic and (see (1.6)) that 
X is a poset. Now by [8, Lemma 2.41 (c) holds i f f  it holds for some module M 
with dim, M = card X. Since X is a poset, card X is the number of isomorphism 
classes of simple left R-modules. So if M is faithful and dim, M = card X. 
then M has no repeated composition factors. Thus (c) =- (d). Conversely, 
suppose M is faithful and square-free. Then each simple module appears 
as a composition factor of M with multiplicity exactly one. Since R is square- 
free, each simple has A-dimension one. So dim, M = card X and M has a 
A-basis {m, 1 x E x> such that e,m, = 8yrmr. Therefore, for each m E M and 
XEX, 
e,m E Am, . 
Thus, each submodule of M is characterized by its composition factors. But 
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([6, Proposition 1.7, p. 1501) M is distributive iff no two distinct submodules 
are isomorphic. So, indeed, (d) => (c). 1 
3. ORDER PROPERTIES 
Without trivial second cohomology a transitive square-free algebra R is not 
characterized by its regular quoset. Nevertheless, as we shall see in the next 
two sections, many important structural properties of R are characterized 
by the regular quoset X(R). 
Thus, throughout this section, we shall let R be a transitive square-free 
A-algebra with regular quoset 
4R) = (e, ,..., 4, 
and with A-basis 
B(R) = {ezj E e,Rej 1 ei < ej> 
with 
e,, = e, (i = l,..., n). 
one rather obvious fact that we shall use repeatedly is 
3.1. LEMMA. The opposite algebra Rap is transitive, square-free, and 
X(Rop) E X(R)O, 
the quoset dual to X(R). 
Observe that the A-basis B(R) = {eij 1 e, < ej> satisfies for all ej < ej < ek , 
e,Re, = Aetk = Aei3ej, . 
The following result is a straightforward application of this fact. 
3.2. LEMMA. If A C B(R) and if I = RA is the left ideal of R generated 
by A, then 
(1) I has A-basis {eii 1 ej < eh < ej and ehj E A}; 
(2) I has minimal generating set 
a = {eij ) e&s maximal with eij E A}; 
(3) The radical JI of I has minim1 generating set 
{etj 1 efij E A  ^ and eh covers e,}; 
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(4) The socle, Sot I, of I has minimalgenerating set (and A-basis) 
{eU 1 ehl E A and ei < eh is minimal); 
(5) I has projective cover 
@{Re, 1 ezj E A- for some j}. 
Recall that for each subset Y C X(R) the lower and upper ideals of X(R) 
generated by Y are 
L(Y) = {ej E X(R) 1 ej < ei for some ei E Y} 
U(Y) = {ej E X(R) [ ei < ej for some ez E Y}. 
In particular, L(eJ (respectively, U(e,)) is simply the set of all lower (upper) 
bounds of e, in X(R). Thus, from Lemma 3.2 (parts (l), (4), and (3)) we infer 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let ei E X(R). Then 
(1) dim, Re, = card L(e<); 
(2) dim,(Soc Rei) = card{ej 1 e, EL(~,) is minimal}; 
(3) Re,/ Je, is projective ~2 ei is minimal. 
Of course, “right hand” versions of Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 can be 
optained by referring to the dual quoset X(R)O. Also with a right hand version 
but a bit more challenging is the following 
3.4. LEMMA. Let ei E X(R) be minimal. Then the injective hull E(Rei) is 
projective iff L( U(e,)) has both a meet and a join. 
Proof. Since ei is minimal, Re, is simple (3.3(3)) and E(Rei) s (e,R)* 
where for each right R-module M 
M* = Hom,(M, (1) 
is the (I-dual of M with its natural left R-structure. Now 
(e,R)*/J(eiR)* E (Sot eiR)*. 
Also, Sot e,R is semi-simple (and square-free) so by the dual of (3.2(4)) 
Sot etR E JJ {ejR/e, J 1 ej E U(eJ is maximal}. 
Since (eiR/ej J)* g Re*l Jej , we infer that 
P = J’J {Re, 1 e3 E U(e,) is maximal 
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is a projective cover of (e,R)* = E(Re,). S o suppose E(Rei) is projective, and 
hence, isomorphic to P. Then P is indecomposable and U(eJ has a unique 
maximal element, say ej . Also, since P E E(Re& P has a simple (G Re,) 
socle, so L( U(e,)) = L(eJ has a unique minimal element. That is, if E(ReJ 
is projective, then L( U(e,)) has a join, ei , and a meet, ei . Conversely, suppose 
L(U(eJ) has a join ej and a meet, necessarily ei (since ei is minimal in X(R)). 
Then P = Re, and Sot P s Rei . But since P = Rej has a unique composition 
factor isomorphic to Re, , namely, the essential submodule Sot P, the epi- 
morphism P ---f E(ReJ must be an isomorphism. 1 
Now we can characterize some general structural properties of square-free 
algebras from the order properties of their regular quosets. For definitions and 
details of the algebraic properties serial and QF - N (N = 1,2, 3) see [7] 
and [14]. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let R be a transitive square-free A-algebra with regular 
poset P(R). Then 
(1) R is serial isf P(R) is a disjoint union of totally ordered sets; 
(2) R is QF - 1 i f f  P(R) is totally unordered; 
(3) R is left (right) QF - 2 28 f  or each ei E P(R) the set L(eJ( U(e,)) has 
a meet (join) in P(R); 
(4) R is QF - 3 zf P(R) is a disjoint union of posets each with a meet and 
a join. 
Proof. Each of the properties serial and QF - N (IV = 1,2,3) is categorical 
so holds for R iff it holds for the basic algebra of R. But (1.6) the basic algebra 
of R is transitive and square-free with regular quoset P(R). Thus, we may assume 
that R itself is basic. 
(1) For each ei E P(R) the left ideal Re, is serial iff dim,(Jei/J2eJ < 1 
iff (by (3.2(3))) ei covers at most one el E P(R). 
(2) Of course, if P(R) is totally unordered, then R is just a product of 
copies of fl. Conversely, if P(R) is not totally unordered, then it contains a 
minimal element, say e, , that is not maximal. So R(l - e,) is faithful. Let 
S = End(R(l - er)) and let ea cover e, . Set f  = x:(e, E P(R) 1 e, < e,}. Then 
e,Rf is an S-direct summand of R(l - e,), say 
R(l - er) = elRf @ H. 
Let 0 # u E e,Re, so elRf = ue,Rf. Then there is an S-endomorphism + of 
of R(1 - el) such that +(H) = 0 and 
Nue,rf) = ezf 
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for all r E R. Thus, 4 is a biendomorphism of R(l - er) that is not a left multi- 
plication by some r E R. Therefore, R is not QF - 1. 
(3) By Corollary 3.3(2), Re, has a simple socle i f f  L(e,) has a meet in P(R). 
(4) Let e, ,..., ek be the minimal elements of P(R). Then by Lemma 3.2(4), 
there exist n, ,..., nk with 
so 
Sot RR g (Re,)nl @ *a. @ (Rer)nrc. 
E(Soc RR) z (E(Re,))nl @ --- @ (E(Re,))“” 
is projective i f f  each E(Re,) is projective (i = l,..., li). Thus, by Lemma 3.4, 
R is QF - 3 i f f  each L( U(e,)) has both a meet and a join (; = l,..., k). But clearly, 
if each L( U(eJ) has both a meet and a join, then these sets L( U(e,)) (; = I,..., k) 
are pairwise disjoint. And, of course, conversely, if P(R) is a disjoint union of 
sets each with a meet and a join, then each of these sets is of the form L( U(e,)) 
for some minimal ei E P(R). 1 
Using the regular poset P(R) we can also characterize the hereditary transitive 
square-free algebras. 
3.6. THEOREM. A transitive square-free A-algebra R is hereditary isf no pair 
of incomparable elements of P(R) has both an upper bound and a lower bound in 
P(R)- 
Proof. We need only consider the case with R a basic algebra. Now R is 
hereditary i f f  for each e, E P(R) the left ideal Jej is projective [3]. Also Jej has 
a minimal generating set those eh3 with e,, covered by e5 (3.2(3)). So (3.2(5)) 
the projective cover of Jej is 
P = u {Reh 1 ej covers eh}, 
and then by (3.3(l)) 
dim, P = c {card L(e,) 1 ei covers eh}. 
On the other hand, by (3.2(l)) 
dim, Jej = card (u{ei EL(~~) ] ei covers eh}). 
So, of course, dim, Jei < dim, P. But then Jej is projective i f f  dim, Jej = 
dim, P i f f  L(e,) n L(e,) = D for all eh # ek covered by e, i f f  no pair of distinct 
elements covered by e, has a lower bound in P(R). Thus, each ej is projective 
i f f  no pair of incomparable elements with a common cover has a lower bound. 
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But then, since P(R) is finite, if there exists a pair of incomparable elements 
with an upper bound and a lower bound, then there exists such a pair with a 
common cover. I 
4. ALGEBRAS OF FINITE TYPE 
In this section we characterize the transitive square-free algebras of finite 
type. The keys to this are, first, that we can reduce the problem to algebras 
of the form /l,X with X a poset and, second, that M. Loupias [lo] has charac- 
terized posets of finite type. 
Let X be a poset. Then X can be viewed as a category whose objects are the 
elements of X and whose morphisms are the two chains X(l) with the obvious 
composition. The functor category 
Hom(X, (1 Mod) 
of all functors from X to d Mod, the category of finite dimensional A-vector 
spaces, is the A-representation category of X. The poset X is of finite trpe 
in case its /l-representation category has (to within isomorphism) only finitely 
many indecomposable objects. 
There are two simple classes of posets that are not of finite type. A poset 
is of type Ask in case it has 2% elements and has a Hasse digram as in Fig. 2. 
A poset is of type D, in case it has K + 1 > 5 elements and its Hass diagram, 
FIGURE 2 
FIGURE 3 
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viewed as an undirected graph, is as in Fig. 3. I f  a poset X contains a full sub- 
poset of type iir,, or of type & , then X is not of finite type. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let X be a $nite poset with H2(X, G) # 1 for some abelian 
group G. Then X contains either a subposet of type A2, or a subposet of type & . 
Proof. We may assume that X is connected and, in view of (2.12), that X 
has no elements of valence 1. Moreover, we may assume that X has no subposets 
of type fik . In particular, each vertex has valence either 2 or 3. 
Consider the Hasse diagram of X as an undirected graph. Suppose X has a 
vertex x of valence 3 with adjacent vertices u, ZI, w. Since the number of vertices 
of valence 3 must be even, there is at least one other, say y. Now X is connected 
and contains no & , so y  must be adjacent to at least two of x, u, v, w. But the 
Hasse diagram of a poset contains no cycles of length three. Thus, y  is distinct 
from u, v, w, and is adjacent to at least two of them, say u and v. Suppose there 
were still another vertex z of valence 3. Then it, too, would be adjacent to two of 
u, v, w, so in particular, to u or v. But then this vertex, u or v, would have valence 
at least 3, an impossibility. So x and y  are the only vertices of valence 3 and they 
are both adjacent to u and v. Now it is clear that the subposet X\(U) has as its 
Hasse diagram that of X with u and its ajoining edges deleted. 
We have now that the poset X (if all the vertices have valence 2) or the sub- 
poset x\(u) has as its Hasse diagram a cycle. By (2.11) and (2.10), X has at least 
two maximal elements and at least two minimal elements. Thus, the extreme 
points of X or of x\(u) form a subposet of type A2k . 1 
4.2. COROLLARY. If X is a poset of Jinite type, then H2(X, G) = 1 for all 
abelian groups G. 
Proof. By [lo] no poset of finite type contains either a subposet of type 
Ask or a subposet of type & . 1 
The converse of Lemma 4.1 is rather dramatically false. Indeed 
4.3. LEMMA. Zf X is a poset either of type A2k or of type Bk, then 
H2(X, G) = 1 for all abelian groups. 
Proof. I f  X is of type J2k , then X has no proper chain of length 3, so 
F2(X, G) = 1. If  X is of type L& , then by induction on k, using Lemma 2.12, 
H2(X,G)=l. 1 
4.4. THEOREM. A transitive square-free A-algebra R is of finite type z# its 
regular poset P(R) is of jinite type. 
Proof. By (1.6) we may assume that R is basic and that X(R) = P(R) 
is the regular poset of R. First assume that H2(X(R), A*) = 1. Thus, it will 
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suffice to show that if X is a finite poset and if R = ArX, then Mod R, the 
category of finitely generated right R modules is equivalent to the Il-represen- 
tation category Hom(X, LI Mod) of X. 
Therefore, we let X be a poset, and let {e%,, / x < y> be the standard basis 
for R = fl,X. Also, let us abbreviate 
e, = exm (x E X). 
For each right R-module M there is a (I-representation (=functor) @&I of X 
defined by 
@M: x H Me= 
@M: (x, Y) t-+ e,, 
where e,, is viewed, via right multiplication, as a n-linear map Me, -+ Me, . 
For each R-homomorphism f: M + N in Mod R there is a natural transfor- 
mation d5f: @M + @N defined by 
@fzxwf 1 Me,. 
On the other hand, for each objectF in Hom(X, /1 Mod) let YF be the (I-space 
y/F = u F(x) = n F(x). 
XEX XEX 
For each x < y and r E R, there is a unique scalar rry E LI with 
ezre,, = rml,er, . 
Also, for each x < y, 
F(x, Y): F(x) -+F(Y) 
is a (I-linear transformation. Now for each x, y E X with x 4 y, let 
rau =o and F(x,Y) = 0 
be the zero scalar and the zero transformation F(x) -+ F( y), respectively. For 
each r E R define 
p(r): YF --f YF . 
to be the product-coproduct map 
p(r) = U II F(x, Y> rxy 
rex VEX 
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viewed as a right operator. Since for r, s E R and for x < y in X 
we have 
Also, for each x and y in X we have l,, = 6,, . Thus, the map p: r H p(r) 
is an algebra homomorphism from R into the algebra End(,YF) of right A-endo- 
morphisms of nYF. Therefore, YF is a finitely generated right-R-module. 
Now if F, G are objects of Hom(X, fl Mod) and if 7: F + G is a natural trans- 
formation, then there is an R-homomorphism (Yq): YF -+ YG defined by 
Now one easily checks that @ and Y are additive functors and inverse equiv- 
alences between Mod R and Hom(X, rl Mod). This completes the proof for 
the case H2(X(R), A*) = 1. 
So, finally, suppose H2(X(R), /I*) # 1. Then by (4.2), X(R) is not of finite 
type and by (4.1), X(R) h as a full subposet Y either of type Ask or of type B,, . 
Let e = C (e, 1 x E Y>. Then, by Theorem 1.5, Y is isomorphic to the regular 
poset of eRe, and by (4.3), H2(Y, (1*) = 1. By (2.11) eRe G A,Y. So by the 
first case, eRe is not of finite type. But then R is not of finite type. Thus, when 
H2(X(R), (1*) # 1, neither X(R) nor R is of finite type. 1 
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